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N o t e :

In addition to the sources cited in the bibliography, other material has been used. These include literary quotes from novels and citations from daily and weekly papers, as well as anonymous articles in newsletters. Reference to these sources has been made in the text footnotes without further mention in the bibliography.

I. English and French:

1. Official, Semi-official and Unpublished Material:

- Ahmad Baalbaki (1973) Situation de l'agriculture libanaise et limites de l'intervention de l'etat sur son developpement, These, Paris-Sorbonne.
- Great Britain, Admiralty War Staff, (1916-1918) A Handbook of Mesopotamia, 4 volumes, London. The Intelligence Division.
- Civil Commissioner's Office (1919) Notes on the Tribes of Southern Kurdistan (Between the Great Zab and the Diallah), Baghdad (June).
- ENI (Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi) (1981) The Interdependence Model (3 volumes), Seminar on Development through Cooperation between OAPEC, Italy and South European Countries, Rome.
- International Monetary Fund (several years) International Financial Statistics, Washington, D.C.
- Fawaz N. Traboulsi (1993) Identités et Solidarités Croisées dans les Conflits du Liban Contemporain, These pour le Doctorat en Histoire, Université de Paris VIII.
- United Nations Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics (Several years), New York.

II. Books:
- Habib K. Chiha (1908) *La Province de Bagdad: Son passé, son présent, son avenir*. Imprimerie al Ma’arif, Cairo.
- Friedrich Engels (1884 [several editions later]) *Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State*, Progress Publishers, Moscow.
- Peter B. Evans, Dietrich Rueschemeyer & Theda Skocpol (eds. 1985) *Bringing the State back In*. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.
- Sami Hanna and George Gardner (eds. 1969) *Arab Socialism: A Documentary Survey*, University of Utah Press, Salt Lake City.
- G.W. Hegel (1900, originally published in 1840) *Lectures on the Philosophy of History*, George Bell and Sons, London.
- Nicholas Hopkins and Saad Eddin Ibrahim (eds 1985), Arab Society: Social Science Perspectives. American University in Cairo. Cairo.


Charles Issawi and Muhammed Yeganeh (1962) *The Economics of Middle Eastern Oil*. Faber and Faber, London.


- Daniel Lerner (1964) *The Passing of Traditional Society: Modernizing the Middle East*. The Free Press, Glencoe, Ill.

- Ian Roxborugh (1979) *Theories of Underdevelopment*. Humanities press, Atlantic Highlands, NJ.


Herman van der Wee and Erik Aerts (eds 1990), *Debates and Controversies in Economic History*, Leuven University Press, Leuven.


The World Bank (several years) *World Development Report* (annual report), Washington, DC.


III. Articles, Papers and Chapters in Edited Books:

- Rachik Avakov et al. (1975) "Possibilities and Limits of Capitalism in the Third World", Social Sciences, no. 4.


- Catherine Coquery-Vidrovitch (1969) "Recherche sur un mode de production africain". La Pensee, no. 144. Avril.
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Heba Handousa (no date) "The Role of the State. The Case of Egypt". The Economic Research Forum for the Arab Countries, Iran and Turkey. Working Papers Series 9404. Cairo.


Reginald Herbold Green (1974) "The Role of the State as an Agent of Economic and Social Development in the Least Developed Countries". Journal of Development Planning, no. 4.


- Victor Kiernan (1965) “State and Nation in Western Europe”. Past and Present, no. 31, July.
- Stanislav Kuzmin (1975) “Methodology of Forecasting the Development in the Third World”.
- Nathaniel Leff (1975) "Rates of Return to Capital, domestic Savings and Investment in Developing Countries". Keklos, vol. 28, Fasc. 4: 827-852.
- Elisabeth Longuimesse (1979) "The Class Nature of the State in Syria: Contribution to an Analysis", MERIP Reports, no. 77, May: 3-11.


2. **Arabic**

I. **Official, Semi-Official and Unpublished Material:**

- Fadhel Al-Barrak [General Director of Iraq's Intelligence] (1985). *Al Madaris al Yahoudiwa wa al Iraniaw fil Ira k* (Jewish and Iranian Schools in Iraq). Baghdad (2nd ed.).
- Damascus Chamber of Commerce (no date: 1991?). *Qanoun al Isithmar raqum 10* (Investment Law no. 10, for the year 1991). Damascus.
II. Books:

- Ismail Sabri Abdalla et al. (eds. 1978) *Al lotisadi l Masr (The Egyptian Economy in a Quarter of a Century)*, Papers and Discussions of the Third Annual Conference of Egyptian Economists, The Book Establishment, Cairo.
- Anwar Abdul Malik (1980) *Nahdhat Misr (Egypt's Renaissance)*, The Egyptian General Book Administration, Cairo.
- Germal Abdul Nasser (1955) *Falsafat al Thowra (The Philosophy of the Revolution)*, (no publisher), Cairo.
- Michael Aflaq (1958) *Fi Sabil al Ba'ith (For the Cause of the Ba'ith)*, Al Tali'a Publishing House, Beirut.


'Abdul Rahman al Bazzaz (1954) Muhadhara t 'anil 'Iraq minal Ihtila ilal Istiqlal (Lectures on Iraq from Occupation to Independence). League of Arab States, Cairo.
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- Khaldoun Hassan al Naeqeeb (1987) Al Muitama' wal Dowl a fil Khaleeji wal Ja/jaera al 'Arabiyya: Min Mandhouri n Mukhtali f (State and Society in the Gulf and Arab Peninsula from a Different Perspective). Center for Arab Unity Studies, Beirut.


- V.N. Nikiforov (1977) Vosto k u Vsememav a Istoriv a (The East and World History) (Arabic Translation from Russian by Dr. Tawfiq Salloum). Dar al-Farabi, Beirut.


- 'Asim al Disouki (1997) "Al Khidyawi Ismael wa Muhawala t al Ifla t mina l Quyou d al Dowliy a (Khedive Ismail and His Attempts to Circumvent International Constraints)", Al Hilal, Nov.: 108-120.
- Muhammed Dowidar (1986a) "Al Ittija h al Rai' i Lildowl a fi Misr (The Rentier Trend of the Egyptian State)", Qadhaya Fikriyya, no 2 (January): 100-120.
- Muhammed Dowidar (1986b) "Al Mushkil al Ziar'iyya wa l Tatawwu r al Ra'smal i fi Misr (The Agrarian Question and Capitalist Development in Egypt)", Oadhav a Fikriwa. no. 3 & 4 (August-October): 78-123.
- Muhammed Salman Hasan (1977) "Khasai's al qita' al 'am fil 'Iraq (Characteristics of the Public Sector in Iraq)", Dirasat Arabiya, October: 19-49.
- Salah Yasin Hasan (1993) "Ba'dhil Ishchalyyat al Murtaba Bimafohum al Fi'at al Hamishiyya fil Buldan al Namiya (Some Problematics Associated with the Concept of marginalized Strata in the Developing Countries)", Jadal, no. 4: 39-72.
- Khair Din Haseeb (1965) "Nata'ij Tabeeq al Qararat al: Ish tirakyyiya fil 'Iraq Taqreer Bimunasabat Murour 'Am (a la al T'a'meen (Results of the Application of Socialist Resolutions in Iraq A Report on the First Anniversary of the Nationalization)", Dirasat Arabiya, no. 12, October.
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Ibrahimm Sa’di l Din (1985) “A l Ra’smaliyya al Tufailiya , Hal Hiya l Simal Jawhariyya lill Iqtisadi fi Tahleela l Yasara al Masri ” (Is Parasitic Capitalism the Main Characteristic of the Economic System according to the Egyptian Left?). Al Tali’a, Jan.-March.


- William Sulaiman and Fu’ad al Dahhan (1965) “Qadhiyyat al Ardh wal Fallah fi Mast (The Question of Peasant and Land in Egypt)”, Al Tal’a, no. 1, Jan.: 24-53.